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Star symbol in android notification bar

Details Manuel Solvemix Android Smartphones If you installed the new Android Lollipop on your Android smartphone, you may have noticed an unknown new symbol in the status bar. The star-shaped symbol. Surely you're asking the question now: What does the status bar star icon mean on Android
Lollipop? We want to answer this question and how this star can be disabled. The star is one of the new features and is called interrupt mode, which can be activated in the configuration. If interrupt mode is turned on as Priority, the star icon appears on the status bar of your Android Lollipop smartphone.
Priority in Interrupt Mode means that only calls and notifications appear, which you have previously regarded as important. For rating browse from the home screen of your Android Lollipop smartphone: Menu --&gt; Settings --&gt; Sound &amp; Notifications --&gt; Interruptions You know what the star
stands for on Android Lollipop and how you can set it up in interrupt mode. To turn off interrupt mode quickly, press once on the volume button and select - None - Priority - All entry. Finished! The star icon is now hidden and interrupt mode is disabled on the Android lollipop. Manuel has been involved with
technology for over 15 years, especially with mobile phones, smartphones and PC systems and shares his passion here on this blog. If you can help someone with a technical problem, you're especially happy with that. If your smartphone runs the Android Lollipop operating system, you must have noticed
a star icon in the notification bar of your phone that appears on the right side just before the network icons. Many people don't know what this star icon means and as such we'll tell you what this star icon means, what it's used for, and finally how to turn it off. If the star icon is in the notification bar on your
Android phone, you've turned on Interrupt Mode. This is a feature on most Android phones running the latest operating system. When the star icon appears in the notification bar, it means your phone won't ring even if you keep it in default/general mode. You can turn this feature on and off manually if you
don't like the star icon shown in your smartphone's notification bar by going to the phone settings I'm going to show below. This new Priority setting is enabled with Interrupt Mode. How to disable the star symbol on Android LollipopCertain people have complained about the features of interrupt mode on
their smartphones, which is why I decided to put this article together to show you how to disable or hide the star icon. The following steps are to turn off or hide interrupt mode on phones running Android Lollipop.Turn on your phone. From your Home screen, go to your phone's menu. Go to the Settings
section Go to the Sound &amp; Notifications section. Click Interrupts. You will see where and turn off Interrupt mode on the exit screen. To turn it off, always select interrupt. After you've followed the instructions above, the star icon will be hidden and Interrupt Mode will be turned off on your phone. This
guide has been applied below listed devices: How to remove the star icon from Moto GHow to remove the star icon from Nexus 5How to remove the star icon from CyanogenHow to remove the star icon from Samsung Galaxy J5How to remove the star icon from Lenovo A6000How to remove the star icon
from one plus one In case of any questions , simply place a comment and we will reply. If you've noticed a star icon at the top of your Android screen (on the notification bar) it means you're using Android mobile operating system version 5.0 or 5.1, which is also known as Android Lollipop, which was
succeeded by Android Marshmallow. The relentless star icon at the top of the screen is quite peculiar to this fifth version of the Android mobile operating system, and is simply a notification symbol, and can be turned on and off. Although it seems simple to just stand next to your network bar, you may have
discovered that some things have been different since you started seeing this star icon. You must have accidentally enred him or someone else has. Before proceeding to remove it, you may just want to know the purpose of this star icon. What does the star icon mean The star icon that appears in the
notification bar of the Android Lollipop is a notification feature that does the following. Keep your device from ringing: If you have the star icon on the notification bar, you might have wondered why your phone doesn't call every time calls come in to your device, even when you're trying to turn on general
profile settings. This is simply because the star icon is Do Not Disturb for Android Lollipop. Therefore, this feature helps your device stay silent when you don't want to be alerted or notified by any calls. SEE ALSO &gt;&gt;&gt; How fixing YouTube video keeps the pause on Android automatically turns off
message notification – You also wonder how you have new messages in the text message app, but you weren't notified when the new messages were received, you were probably thinking you didn't actually get any messages until you opened your text message app. When the star icon is present in the
notification bar, you won't receive any notifications, so you won't be notified when you receive new messages. Automatically turn off alarms: With the star icon active on the notification bar, you wouldn't have an alarm notification, that's because this mode was created to avoid any form of notification. Now
that you know the purpose the star icon in the notification bar, you may not change your mind to remove it immediately, but now you know how to use it to your advantage. If you've tried several ways to fix previous problems without then now you know where the problem is. For most people, the most
disturbing thing about this mode is that they remain totally oblivious to calls and messages. If you are uncomfortable with this mode you can simply remove it with these few steps. First, go to your device's settings and tap Sound &amp; Notification (the option with the bell icon). Then tap Interruptions and
tap Always interrupt. When you do this, you will no longer be able to see the star icon uploaded to the notification bar, except when you change the settings to Do Not Interrupt. After doing so, notifications would also resume. RECOMMENDED &gt;&gt;&gt; How to redline a document in Microsoft Word
Does anyone know what this icon means? Your device is running Android 5.0 Lollipop. If your smartphone is from the Android Lollipop version, you must have gone through that star icon in the notification bar. If this star icon is visible on the notification bar, you can't get calls because your phone isn't
calling. I had even gone through this problem on my phone. So I'm here to post this solution. To remove this star brand, just follow these simple steps: &gt;&gt; Settings to open from your phone. &gt;&gt;Select sound and notification &gt;&gt;Select interrupts and always select Interrupt. Now you can see
the star mark on the notification bar becomes invisible. I recently bought Yuphoria. It is a low cost phone but it has many features. This is the first time I'm using Cyanogen and Lolipop as well. There are many new features that I haven't tried yet. Lately I quietly put my phone while I was in a meeting and
then it did normal mode. Even after normal mode, my phone didn't ring while making incoming calls, there was no notification sound. It increased the volume of sounding at full, restarted it but nothing happened. I thought the phone was damaged. Then I saw a white star icon in notification bar and thought
this might be the reason. I googled it and read somewhere that this is related to 'Interrupt' but I found no perfect solution. Then I looked at my phone and fixed it. Today I want to share the steps I followed to remove the star icon. Step 1: You'd be having a similar White Star icon underneath the image and
your phone won't ring even if it stays in default/normal mode. Step 2: Go to Settings and scroll down to 'Sound'. Step 3: Scroll down and go to Interrupt. Step 4: Click the first option. You can see 3 options. Choose accordingly. To remove the always choose Interrupt icon and you're done. The article could
be useful for: 1. How to remove star icon on moto g 2. How to remove star icon on Nexus 5 3. How to remove star icon in Cyanogen 4. How to remove star icon on Android 5. Star sign on Lenovo A6000 6. star in one plus one
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